GTX

The next generation
of oyster farming

For more than 20 years SEAPA has been partnering with oyster
farmers around the world. We have put all the knowledge gained
through these relationships into the GTX. Incorporating the
latest in oyster farming technology, the GTX has been designed
for the future with multiple mounting points for new accessories
to be added to our range.
Visit SEAPA.COM.AU

New highlights of the GTX basket
Innovative, quick and simple assembly
20L volume to optimise farm density and efficiencies in handling
Locking bar and concave base for unsurpassed basket strength
SEAPA’s most durable clip attachment mechanism yet
Dedicated mount for optional name plate
Basket fill markers to get the right densities every time
More than 30% increase in mesh thickness compared to
SEAPA’s 15L basket for the longest life yet
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Stocking density*

Volume

- 450 x 24mm oysters at first fill

- 20 litres

- 90 x 75mm market size oysters

Weight

Dimensions

- 1.1kg

- 660mm L, 300mm W, 180mm H
Mesh size
- 12mm available now

Specifications
Features you expect in
every SEAPA basket
Oval shape to maximise rumbling
Suitable for use on intertidal and subtidal farms
Secure door latch which needs only one hand to operate
All parts purpose made, no single-use plastic
Baskets made f rom polypropylene which can be recycled
Clips specifically designed for high movement environments
Modular design for easy maintenance and customisation
Common length and clip positions to maximise use of
existing inf rastructure

Visit SEAPA.COM.AU for more information

Increased lifespan
The GTX incorporates SEAPA’s latest evolution in
clip design. The basket is allowed to pivot at the
line and base of the clip. Large contact areas at all
points of movement effectively distribute weight
to minimise wear and increase clip life which
reduces the need for basket maintenance.
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* Stocking densities advised are for general purposes only. Densities are site and species-specific. Each farm will need to
conduct multiple tests to ensure the correct volume is selected for each unique farming and environmental condition.

